
 

ETS 1: 70% target, end free allowances 
in 2023, spend revenues on real climate
action

CBAM: only as an alternative to free
allowances

SCF: must be big, early, participative,
exclude fossil fuels

ETS 2: must include safeguards, eg an
effective SCF

Governance: require Member States to
set national climate neutrality targets

LULUCF: much higher target; no 'flexibility'
(i.e. offsetting) with Effort Sharing
Regulation

RED: ban subsidies for ‘forest biomass’ 

Fit for 55% - WWF top asks



 

 

Emissions Trading System 1
Focus: Emission reductions in the power,
industry, aviation and maritime transport
sectors. 

EC proposal:  2030 ETS target increase to
61%, including maritime shipping, all ETS
revenues to be spent on climate action. 

WWF's take: proposed target is too low
and no mention made of ending industry's
free emission allowances before 2030.

We call for: 
> A 70% target for 2030

> End free allocation of allowances in 2023,
and ensure allowance auctioning supports
industrial decarbonisation

> All ETS revenues must be spent on
genuine climate action 



 

 

Focus: ETS 2 is a carbon price on transport
and buildings. The Social Climate Fund is
designed to help poorer households, who will
feel this new carbon price the most.

EC proposal: The Fund would get a fixed
€72.2 billion from 2025-2032 from the
revenues generated by ETS 2.

WWF's take: the SCF must not just
compensate poor households, but also help
decarbonise mobility and buildings.

We call for: 
> Fund to kick in at least three years before
ETS 2 does. 

> 25% of ETS 2 revenues to go to the Fund
to decarbonise buildings and mobility, and to
support vulnerable households. 

> No fossil fuels

Social Climate Fund (and ETS 2)



 

 

Focus: EU ETS sectors considered at risk 
 of 'carbon leakage' - meaning, relocation.

EC proposal:  It would gradually put a price
on imports of certain goods from regions
with looser climate rules from 2023 and
start functioning fully in 2026. 

WWF's take: it is concerning that the
Commission wants CBAM sectors still to get
free ETS permits to pollute until 2035. 

We call for: 
> The CBAM to be an alternative to carbon
leakage protection measures - no overlap. 

> CBAM revenues to go to developing
countries as international climate finance.

> No export rebates - they are incompatible
with WTO rules.

Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism 



 

 

Focus: Emissions from, and absorption of
carbon emissions by, land and trees.

EC proposal: Make the accounting rules
simpler; set a target of absorbing 310
million tonnes of CO2 per year by 2030;
allow countries to use surplus LULUCF
'credits' to offset fossil fuel emissions;
merge LULUCF with agriculture after 2030.

WWF's take: the target must be far higher
and no offsetting should be allowed. 

We call for: 
> A 2030 target of -600 million tonnes
CO2eq.

> Keep LULUCF separate from agriculture 

> No offsetting or 'flexibility' with ESR/ETS.

Land use, land use change & forestry



 

 

Focus: Wind and solar, but also energy
sources that can do harm, like bioenergy
and hydropower

EC proposal: Increase EU target to 40%
by 2030. No restrictions on burning trees for
energy.  

WWF's take: The proposed target is still
too low, and the rules on burning trees and
crops will harm, not help, the climate. 

We call for: 
> A 2030 renewable energy target of 50%.

> Ban subsidies for burning 'forest biomass'
(i.e. tree trunks, branches, stumps etc.).

> Exclude bioenergy from dedicated crops.

> Exclude new hydropower plants.

Renewable energy



 

 

Focus: Plans and strategies for
decarbonisation at national and EU level. 

EC proposal: None.

WWF's take: The Governance Regulation
needs updating to fit with new EU targets -
for example through the revision of the
Effort Sharing Regulation.

We call for: 
> All Member States to be required to set
national climate-neutrality targets.

> The Commission to update the EU’s long
term strategy every five years.

Governance
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